Airlines/Airports offering Safe WiFi is an act of corporate social responsibility. Industry leaders are already taking proactive measures to train crew to recognize and prevent human trafficking. Filtering in-flight and airport WiFi adds to the comprehensive efforts to combat all forms of sexual exploitation.

1 IN 6 PEOPLE USE PUBLIC WiFi TO VIEW ADULT CONTENT/PORN

*Of those who admit to it, 25 percent said they've done so in an Airport.

(2017 Global Survey by Norton by Symantec)

SEXUAL HARASSMENT, VIOLENT/EXPLOITATIVE CONTENT AND SEXUAL PREDATION HAVE NO PLACE ON LAND... NOR IN THE AIR

The viewing of pornography on board often leave passengers and flight crew feeling uncomfortable, unsafe and victim to sexual harassment, and can lead to a potentially hostile and toxic environment.

SAFE AIRLINES & AIRPORTS INCLUDE SAFE WIFI

SAFE WIFI is a Campaign of Enough Is Enough®

ALIRLNE PASSENGERS ARE VIEWING PORN IN PLAIN SIGHT OF OTHERS, INCLUDING CHILDREN!

Passengers, who view hard-core pornography (obscenity) on their personal devices are doing so in tight, closed quarters, and in plain sight of children. Obscenity is illegal under Federal law, and is a fuels the demand for sex trafficking and child sexual exploitation.

UNFILTERED WIFI ALLOWS ACCESS BY SEX PREDATORS/TRAFFICKERS TO ILLEGAL CHILD SEX ABUSE MATERIAL

Unfiltered in-flight WiFi opens the door to access to child sex abuse materials (CSAM), often known as "child pornography," and potential victims. This content is illegal. In 2021, 29.3 million reports of suspected child sexual exploitation were made to the CyberTipline.

FITLERING WIFI FROM PORNOGRAPHY AND CHILD SEX ABUSE MATERIAL IS A "WIN-WIN"

Airlines/Airports offering Safe WiFi is an act of corporate social responsibility. Industry leaders are already taking proactive measures to train crew to recognize and prevent human trafficking. Filtering in-flight and airport WiFi adds to the comprehensive efforts to combat all forms of sexual exploitation.